In 1810 Jakob Jacobi and Friederike Witkowski were married. Ninety-five years later, in 1905, a family tree, shown at right, was drawn up, showing their (at that time) 139 descendants, plus their other relatives.

The top part of the tree, which is what is included on this page (together with more recent information), shows the descendants of Jakob and Friederike and their fifteen (!!!) children. The left side of the tree is Jakob’s family (JACOBI), while the right side is Friederike’s family (WITKOWSKI) and her “step-family” (ALEXANDER). To see the pages for those branches of their family, click on the names in the previous sentence, or click HERE for a family overview.

Thanks to Werner Zimm, Katrin Brüehmann, Marlen Böhme, and Sarah Meron for supplying additional information.

To understand how to read the family listings, click HERE.
- Max HEINEMANN
- Rosa HEINEMANN
- Franz HEINEMANN
- Paul HEINEMANN

Lida JACOBI (15 January 1854 - ) & Adolf SILBERMANN
  - Luise SILBERMANN & Paul BRODNITZ
    - Ilse BRODNITZ
    - Julie BRODNITZ
    - Margot BRODNITZ
    - Siegfried SILBERMANN
    - Otto SILBERMANN

Richard JACOBI (26 November 1856 - 14 June 1893)

Arthur JACOBI (12 April 1862 - )
  - Ernestine JACOBI (26 October 1814 - 23 March 1852) & Aron DAVID
  - Ludwig DAVID (11 March 1836 - 1 July 1903) & Jenny KORNFIELD
  - Eveline DAVID (1 November 1838 - ) & Louis MALLACHOW
    - Helene MALLACHOW (2 April 1860 - ) & Salo(? BEHRENDT
      - Ernst BEHRENDT
      - Johannes BEHRENDT
    - Laura MALLACHOW (14 August 1863 - 6 June 1905) & Leo APT
      - Albrecht APT
      - Heilmuth APT
      - Franz-Egon APT
      - Günther APT
    - Gertrud MALLACHOW (30 March 1885 - ) & Henry HIRSCH
      - Ewald HIRSCH
      - Eveline HIRSCH
      - Heinz HIRSCH
    - Regina MALLACHOW (10 November 1866 - ) & Siegfried KRONER
      - Eveline KRONER
      - Alice KRONER
      - Erwin KRONER

Auguste DAVID* (21 July 1841 - ) & Leopold FRICKEL(?)
Auguste DAVID* (21 July 1841 - ) & Ferdinex (?) CUSEL (?)
  - Charlotte JACOBI (17 September 1817 - 12 March 1873) & Salomon KUCZYNSKI
  - Bertha JACOBI (7 June 1847 - 3 December 1864)
  - Heinrich JACOBI (24 December 1819 - 3 March 1883) & Johanna WEISBEIN
  - Laura JACOBI (7 March 1855 - ) & Wilhelm FRIEDMANN
    - Hugo FRIEDMANN
    - Ludwig FRIEDMANN
  - Hedwig JACOBI (26 November 1857 - 2 August 1938, Berlin) & Isaad MOSES (5 December 1851 - 23 October 1923, Berlin)
    - Luise MOSES (1886, Bromberg - about 1943, Auschwitz) & Dr. Max WUNSCH
      - Ilse WUNSCH (about 1911 - 8 October 2003, New York) & Otto MAINZER (1903 - 1995)
      - Hans WUNSCH Murdered in China
    - Marie MOSES & Benjamin VOGELSORDFF
      - Hans-Philipp VOGELSORDFF
      - Micha ROSENTHAL
    - Michal ROSENTHAL & STERN
      - Ben STERN
      - Tal STERN
      - Dan STERN
      - Loran STERN
    - Ilana ROSENTHAL & REISNER
      - Uri REISNER
      - Keren REISNER
    - Leo MOSES (24 June 1892, Bromberg - October 1944, Auschwitz) & Charlotte HENSCHEL (12 July 1902 - October 1944, Auschwitz)
      - Eveline MOSES (27 October 1923, Berlin - ) & Heinrich KÜLKENS
        - Katja KÜLKENS (1948 - ) & Klaus-Dieter BRAUN
          - Katrin BRAUN (1967 - ) & Peter BRÜHMANN
            - Iris BRÜHMANN (1987 - )
            - Jan BRÜHMANN (1988 - )
        - Katja KÜLKENS (1948 - ) & Hans-Jürgen SCHUSTER
          - Anja SCHUSTER
          - Silke SCHUSTER
          - Marika SCHUSTER
        - Katja KÜLKENS (1948 - ) & TEWES
          - Eveline MOSES (27 October 1923, Berlin - )
        - Michael MOSES (1954 - )
    - Werner MOSES (11 December 1929 - October 1944, Auschwitz)
  - Rudolf JACOBI (27 March 1859 - 13 January 1924) & Gertrud WITKOWSKI (10 April 1874 - )
    - Louis JACOBI (9 January 1896 - ) & Hanna KRONIN
    - Werner JACOBI (27 June 1900 - )
  - Eveline JACOBI (20 October 1864 - ) & Louis PESTACHOWSKY
    - Benno PESTACHOWSKY
    - Alice PESTACHOWSKY
    - Käthe PESTACHOWSKY
  - Heinrich JACOBI (5 September 1857 - )
People with two asterisks after their name were married two or more times. They have a separate line for each spouse.

Jakob Levin Jacob (2 January 1786 - 22 November 1847) & Friederike Juda Witkowski (14 June 1780 - 7 February 1876)

Eva Jacob (1 October 1830, Bromberg - 11 July 1893, Ems) & Joseph ZieLENZIGER (11 May 1827, Filehne - 5 February 1898, Potsdam)

Adolf Jacob (22 September 1828 - 5 July 1841)

Amalie Jacob (4 December 1826 - 14 December 1863) & Samuel PulverMacHER

Dorothea Jacob (5 September 1860, Potsdam - 27 May 1909, Berlin)

Julius ZieLENZIGER (28 June 1856, Potsdam - 14 May 1938, Potsdam) & Anna Landsberger (1 June 1867, Glogau - November 1943, Holland)

Dorothea Jacob (19 September 1825 - 14 December 1863) & Samuel PulverMacHER

Max PulverMacHER (10 June 1855 - )

Jean PulverMacHER (25 June 1857 - ) & Helene Neumann (4 April 1865, Berlin -14 January 1943, Theresienstadt)

Alfred PulverMacHER (21 June 1889, Berlin - 12 March 1943, Auschwitz)

Irene PulverMacHER

Martha PulverMacHER (25 May 1862 - )

Amalie Jacob (4 December 1826 - 12 February 1894) & Hermann GutmAnN

Adolf GutmAnN (27 August 1856 - ) & Dorothea HirSchfeld

Hans GutmAnN (25 May 1858 - ) & Emma JakobsOhn

Franz GutmAnN

Julius GutmAnN (14 September 1859 - 13 March 1883)

Adolf Jacob (22 September 1828 - 5 July 1841)

Eva Jacob (1 October 1830, Bromberg - 11 July 1893, Ems) & Joseph ZieLENZIGER (11 May 1827, Filehne, Posen - 10 November 1914, Berlin)

Anna ZieLENZIGER (21 September 1855 - ) & Leopold Wollenberg

- Philipp Wollenberg
- Max Wollenberg
- Ernst Wollenberg
- Clara Wollenberg
- Karl Wollenberg
- Eva Wollenberg

Martha ZieLENZIGER (27 April 1857 - ) & Rudolf Federmann

- Paul Federmann (20 April 1888, Berlin - 17 May 1943, Auschwitz)
- Heinrich Federmann
- Erich Federmann

Georg ZieLENZIGER (7 February 1859, Berlin - 22 October 1942, Theresienstadt)

Doris ZieLENZIGER (29 August 1867, Berlin - 12 April 1943, Theresienstadt) & Alfred ZieLENZIGER (1 November 1861, Filehne - 2 April 1943, Theresienstadt)

Ottile Jacob (15 January 1832 - 21 August 1898) & Hermann HirSchfeld

Rosa HirSchfeld (9 March 1860 - ) & Adolf Peiser

- Max Peiser
- Hans Peiser
- Bruno Peiser

Emil HirSchfeld (27 February 1864 - ) & Sophie Levy

- Ernst Levy
- Hans Levy
- Ottile Levy
- Hermann Levy
- Kurt Levy

Dorothea HirSchfeld (2 April 1872 - ) & Adolf GutmAnN

*People with asterisks after their names were married two or more times. They have a separate line for each spouse.
Eva JACOBI (1 October 1830, Bromberg - 11 July 1893, Ems) & Joseph ZIELENZIGER (11 May 1827, Filehne, Posen - 10 November 1888)

Dorothea JACOBI (19 September 1825 - 14 December 1863) & Samuel PULVERMACHER (25 June 1857 - )

Hermann JACOBI (13 March 1813 - 26 December 1875) & Luise COHN (1811 - 1811)

Arnold JACOBI (25 January 1812 - 26 February 1868)

Rudolf married his distant relative, Gertrud Witkowski, who can be found on page 37.

Rosa HIRSCHFELD (9 March 1860 - ) & Adolf PEISER (12 April 1862 - )

Anna ZIELENZIGER (21 September 1855 - ) & Leopold WOLLENBERG (7 June 1847 - 3 December 1864)

Julius GUTMANN (14 September 1859 - 13 March 1883)

Jean PULVERMACHER (25 June 1857 - ) & Helene NEUMANN (4 April 1865, Berlin - 14 January 1943, Theresienstadt)

Henriette ZIELENZIGER (13 October 1852, Potsdam - 23 July 1923, Potsdam) & Louis OPPENHEIMER (11 May 1840, Fulda - 12 October 1905, Berlin)

Klara JACOBI (28 December 1852 - ) & Rudolph JACOBI (1870 - )

Johann JACOBI (3 July 1851 - ) & Johanna WALDENBURG (1896 - )

Selma JACOBI (1870 - ) & Adolf (?) BECK (1920 - )

Laura JACOBI (7 March 1855 - ) & Wilhelm FRIEDMANN (1859 - )

Heinrich JACOBI (7 June 1847 - 3 December 1864)

Auguste DAVID* (21 July 1841 - ) & Leopold FRICKEL(?)

Leopold JACOBI (23 March 1847 - ) & Cäcilie MOSLER (1859 - )

Hugo Cassirer was an industrialist who built up a large cable manufacturing company. For much more on the history of the Cassirer family, click HERE.

Daniel Kester

If you are related to anyone on this page I would very much like to hear from you. You can contact me at geneo (at) theKesters.net or

Click here to email me.

Daniel Kester

For information on DLC: hard low friction diamond like thin film coatings, go to www.djkcoatingsolutions.com and please contact me.